Geography Events
27th October 21- Primary Geography for Subject Leaders with Chris Trevor
Delegates learn how to develop the subject knowledge and practice of how to become
effective leaders. During the day Chris demonstrates how to make Geography engaging,
whilst meeting the scope and ambition of the National Curriculum and the current Ofsted
guidance and inspection framework, so all teachers can provide the best possible education
in the humanities for children. Chris firmly believes in the power of practical work in both
subjects, using the local area, to help children understand the historical or human and physical geographical processes in their own environment.
23rd November 21- Primary Geography Fieldwork Foundations - Nell Seal
Fieldwork is often the most memorable part of school geography; in fact, it can be the most
memorable aspect of a child’s time at a school full stop! Fieldwork is motivating for children,
fun to facilitate, a key part of the Geography Programme of Study, valued by OFSTED and
offers children real-world experience.
But where do you start? This course has been devised to support teachers with starting out
on this journey by:
i) Signposting you to the key information that you will need to help you plan fieldwork
ii) Supporting you to generate your own fieldwork ideas that work well for your particular set
of circumstances
iii) Sharing ideas for fieldwork that you can adapt for your own situation
This day will involve outdoor aspects, so you will need to come with clothes and an attitude
to suit whatever the weather has to offer! There will also be plenty of warm cups of tea and
resources to browse.
Nell Seal is an Education Consultant specialising in facilitating CPD training for teachers, and
other practitioners in the areas of learning for sustainability, outdoor learning and primary
Geography.
Book your place at www.lrtshub.org.uk/events

